Look and Think Again
By Anna Von Reitz

Here's a snippet from Ben Fulford's weekly report:

"In New Zealand, the White Hat Military Alliance has already taken action and arrested former Prime Minister Jack Ardern. Ardern’s COVID dictatorship caused a 3203% increase in excess deaths following their mandatory COVID vaccination laws."

For those who aren't strong in math skills, "3203%" boils down to 32 times more death -- "excess death" -- since the whole PCR and "gene therapy" redefined as a "vaccine" campaign began.

Thirty-two times more people than normally would die in the given time period in Australia, have died. The funeral parlors are booming all over the world.

Think about that.

Let it sink in.

Most people haven't begun to internalize this information. They are desperately trying to focus on anything else.

The natural aversion we all have to thinking about death is in full swing; our minds skip over the statistics and travel right on into the realm of avoidance and denial. Oh, this couldn't be happening....but it is.

It isn't until someone close to us suddenly keels over that we are forced to pay attention. It isn't until four or five or six of our family and friends die that we are forced to count on our fingers....all dead, all took the shot.

It's too awful.
No, we can't quite believe it.

Our government and all these respected institutions wouldn't do this to us. Why would they?

Money.

They'd do it for money, just like they do all the other nasty, reprehensible things they do for money.

Out of over 3,000 military officers of the rank of Brigadier General and above, not one of "ours" will step up and move to open a War Crimes Tribunal under the sovereign authority of our country (like what Thailand is doing) because they have all been told that we "lost our sovereignty".

And that's just another lie like everything else.

The Federal "US Corp" gives a kickback of a million dollars to their own State-of-State franchises for every child stolen from their natural family by Child Protective Services.

Then the private for-for-profit "agencies" running Child Protective Services charge another $6000 to $9000 per day per child.

And you wonder why non-custodial parents are still paying "child support" thirty years after their kids are all grown up?

We have just begun to question how many of those children seized have disappeared, how many young people who have been released from Foster Care at age 18 have gone missing?

But then, we've been avoiding a lot of things for a very long time. It's become habitual. We tell ourselves we can't do anything about it. We are just one person.

Jesus was just one person. Gandhi was just one person. Josef Stalin was just one person. Adolph Hitler was just one person. Nikola Tesla was just one person.

We know this. We tell ourselves we are just one person, as if that excused us from doing anything at all to change the world. Even when we know better.
We sit around. We talk about the weather. Another friend or the child of a friend or our own daughter falls dead from "unexplained causes". We can't bear to think about the causes.

Someone reluctantly gave us a piece of paper with George Washington's ugly mug printed on it. It seems to be unrelated. We stuff it in our pocket and don't question where it came from or why it should be worth anything.

And then our actual conscious mind whispers in our ear, "It's not worth anything. It's just a piece of paper."

For a split second our mind catches at this realization, and then, denial kicks in again, and says, "It must be worth something. How else can we use to buy goods and services?"

And for most people, the inquiry ends right there, because it is too uncomfortable to go on.

All our lives we are told that we living in the land of the free, and we believe it, right up until the police come knocking.

Or the IRS.

Or two armed goons from CPS, who actually have no authority in the world to be in your house or standing on your doorstep.

And even then, in the middle of this obvious cognitive dissonance between "land of the free" and what we are directly experiencing, we try to deny the reality.

When someone like me says, "Hey, brother, these two commercial corporations, the US, INC. and USA, Inc., are staging an illegal mercenary war in our country. This has been going on for over 150 years...."

What do you try to do? Ignore me? Deny the facts? Avoid the truth?

All of that and more, despite the public records.

So look and think again.

When I say, "None of these criminal corporations have any right to exist. They all need to be liquidated and the owners -- the Pope and the Roman Curia and the British
Monarch and the Lord Mayor of the Inner City of London -- are all responsible for making sure it gets done."

Don't blink and skip on into whatever makes you feel better -- a video game, a drug, or a bottle of booze.

Wake up. Be alive. Do your part. Join your lawful State Assembly that actually does stand in the Land (Jurisdiction) of the Free, and support it and restore it.

Claim all your contractual guarantees to life, to liberty, and to the pursuit of happiness, to freedom of thought and expression, to freedom of religion, to freedom to defend yourself and your family and your country with armed force if need be, to freedom to be left alone, to freedom full stop and period, forever.

Join with us, to bring these illegal commercial "wars" and all the associated privateering and organized crime activities to a stop:

www.TheAmericanStatesAssembly.net
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